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Ceramic Critters 
Mini: #74802 
Micro: #74801 
Tiny ceramic animals are hand-painted with surprising detail. Perfect for terrariums and collectors. A hole through the center of 
each animal allows them to double as incense holders or beads. Wild and domestic animal collections available.  Approximate 
height: 1”-1 1⁄2”.

Mini Critters
(Wild Collection)

Micro Critters
(Domestic Collection)

On the Cover 
Cecilia’s Poncho page 18

Denario Set page 3
Textile Ring available online

Textile Cuff page 5

Artisan Mery Aguilar

Mery Aguilar makes many of Minga’s best-selling ceramics. 
She lives in Lima, Perú with her parents and adopted son, 
Angel. 

Mery learned the craft from her sister, Aide, in 1990, and 
currently runs her business out of her home workshop. Due 
to the demand for her ceramics, she is able to give work to 
eight additional artisans. Because her parents no longer work, 
she is responsible for maintaining her family’s household on 
the income she earns with her ceramics, and this is a strong 
motivator to continue learning. While she has learned a lot 
from her past 25 years of experience, she wants to continue 
studying business to train herself more, saying that “one never 
stops learning.”

P: 262.248.8790
F: 262.248.6171
orders@mingaimports.com
www.mingaimports.com
facebook.com/mingafti
twitter.com/mingafti
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Red

Turquoise/Grey

Denario Set
Necklace #23165N 
Earrings #23165E 
Bracelet #23165B 
Set #23165 
Tagua thick slice and pony beads. Slide closure on necklace. 
Matching stretch bracelet and earrings. Available in red, orange, 
yellow, lime, green, turquoise, purple, fuchsia, pink and white.

Orange

Yellow

Lime

Green

Turquoise

Purple

Fuchsia

Pink

White

On the Cover 
Cecilia’s Poncho page 18

Denario Set page 3
Textile Ring available online

Textile Cuff page 5

Fuchsia
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Sliced Leather Bracelet
#29125 
Richly saturated tones and soft, supple suede make this bracelet a must. 
Adjustable snap closure. Order a package to receive an assortment of 12+ colors. 
Dimensions: 83⁄4-9” x 13⁄4”.

Art Glass Stud Earrings
#29185
Now available in round and triangle! Hand-shaped 
fused glass in every color of the rainbow. The 
fusing process creates bubbly imperfections in 
the glass that adds character and ensures that 

each pair is unique. Three styles available: 
round, triangle and square (not shown). 
Approximate dimensions: 1⁄5” x 1⁄5”.

Ornate Stone Ring
#21012
Petite cabochons of natural stone are set 
in a filigreed band. Available in 6+ colors. Sized band. 
Stone diameter: 1⁄4”.
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Gourd Bird House
#75240 - $8.00 each

Designs are torched onto each gourd and further 
details are carved in by hand.  Different 
designs are available and each one is unique. 
Approximate dimensions: 7” x 4”.

Stone Solo Set
Necklace #28250N 
Earrings #28250E
Set #28250 
Available with 12+ 
stones and five 
shapes: teardrop 
(shown) oval, 
rectangle, round and 
rounded rectangle. 
Pendants measure 3⁄4-1” 
wide and 1-11⁄10” long. 
Earrings 11⁄4-11⁄2” long with 
hook. Sixteen inch silver 
plated chain included.

Arroz Bracelet (Below)
#23222 
Our simple, uber stackable tagua Arroz Bracelet 
now comes in multi! Ask for multicolors, spring/
summer toned solid colors or fall/winter toned solid 
colors when ordering.

Grandstand Ring
#21111
Lustrous natural stones are bezel set on an adjustable band. 
Available with 12+ different stones. Face of stone is 11⁄2” long.

Tagua Earrings - Teardrops
#23881
Simple drops of polished and dyed tagua. Approximately 21⁄2” 
long with hook. Color collection as shown.

Textile Cuff (Above)
#21423 
Vibrantly patterned fabric inset in an adjustable 
metal cuff.  Order a package and receive a wide 
variety of colorful patterns. Width: 3⁄4”.
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Lilypad Set
Necklace #23352N
Earrings #23352E
Set #23352 
Beautifully saturated tagua beads in organic shapes. At 48” long, the necklace 
can be worn as a long single strand or doubled up for a layered look. Earrings are 
approximately 11⁄2” long.

Dimension

Alcove

Clef

Ripple

Labyrinth

Madera Earrings
#26480 
Five designs laser-cut from wood. Order by 
style or ask for variety. Styles include: Alcove, 
Dimension, Ripple, Clef, and Labyrinth. 
Approximate length: 2”.
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Verano Bracelet - Solids
#22320S 
Named after the Spanish word for “summer”, this bracelet is bright, happy and perfect for the beach! Tagua, acaí and coconut on 
elastic. Color collection as shown. Also available in multi, see page 9.

Simple Seed Bracelet
#22820
This best-selling, boho bracelet is available in three styles: natural, undyed seeds (top row), colorful dyed achera (middle row) and 
multicolored (bottom row). Assorted jungle seeds on nylon cord. Adjustable slide closure. 

Achera Twist Bracelet - Solids
#22323S
Petite, colorfully dyed achera seeds on three strands of elastic with contrasting coconut detail. Color collection as shown. Also 
available in multi, see page 9. 7



Honeycomb Set
Necklace #23460N
Bracelet #23460B
Earrings #23460E
Set #23460
Beautifully dyed tagua discs are arranged artfully in a 
staggered pattern. Set includes matching necklace, 
stretch wrap bracelet and earrings. Colors: black, green, 
multi, orange, purple, and turquoise. Adjustable slide 
closure on necklace.  

Purple

Purple

Black

Orange

Green

Turquoise

Multi
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A. Silver Plated Chain
#21035 
Lobster clasp closure. Available in 16” 
and 24” lengths.

B. Double Strand Leather Necklace
#29034
Adjustable lobster clasp closure. 
Available in black and brown. Length 
18-191⁄2”.

C. Link Chain
#21033
Lobster clasp closure. Length: 20”.

A.

B.

C.

Earth Stone Pendants
#21032
Gleaming cabochons of semiprecious stone in boho settings. No two are 
alike. Approximate dimensions: 11⁄2” x 1”.

Top Latch Bracelet 
#21823
Available with both agate (left) and glass beads (right). A 
multitude of colors available.

Verano Bracelet - Multi 
#22320M

Acaí and tagua beads on two strands of elastic.

Achera Twist - Multi 
#22323M

Three elastic strands of achera seeds joined together by coconut.

Both bracelets are available in solid colors, see page 7.
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Groovy Set
Necklace #23433N
Earrings #23433E 
Set #23433 
A funky set made with carefully crafted and brightly dyed tagua beads. Uniquely 
sliced tagua beads show off the texture and color of the natural tagua nut skin. 
Adjustable slide closure on necklace. Necklace length: 12-36”. Available in navy, 
turquoise and red.

Navy

Red

Turquoise

Navy
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Romance Earrings
#28288
A pair of lovebirds add a touch of tenderness to a highly polished cabochon of semi-precious stone. Order a package and receive 
an assortment of the colors shown here. Dimensions: 3⁄4” x 1⁄2”.

Fiori Studs 
#21283
Semi-precious stones bezel set in alpaca 
silver. Five shapes available: round, oval, 
teardrop, square and marquis. Order a 
package and receive an assortment of the 
shapes and colors shown here. Diameter:  1⁄4”-1⁄2”.

Aluminum Earrings - Atoms
#29283
Artfully twisted aluminum wire in every color of the rainbow. Eighteen more styles of Aluminum Earrings available, visit 
www.mingaimports.com for details! Approximate length: 2”.
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Kid’s Tie Dyed T-shirt
#14580
These tie dyed t-shirts are hand tied and hand dyed, each pattern unique 
and bold. Comes in warm or cool tones; see color swatches on next page. 
100% cotton. Available in sizes 0, 2, 4, 6, and 8.

Kid’s Tie Dyed Pants
#14381
Lightweight cotton for maximum playability! Pants have an elastic waist, 
drawstrings at the ankles and two front pockets. Comes in warm or cool 
tones; see color swatches on next page. 100% cotton. 
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Tie Dyed Cargo Shorts
#12431 
100% cotton cargo shorts in striking tones. Elastic waist. Available in both 
masculine and feminine tones. Sizes small-extra large.

The colors and patterns of our hand-
made, fair trade tie dyed products will 
vary. The color swatches seen here are 

representative of the wide color selection 
available. When ordering feel free to 

indicate color preferences; however, we 
cannot guarantee exact tones or color 

combinations.

Adult Tie Dyed T-shirt
#12450 
100% cotton, 100% groovy. Ask for masculine tones, feminine tones or a mixture of both. 
Sizes small-extra large.
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Painted Maracas 
Small #44831 (Approx. diam: 2”)
Medium #44833 (Approx. diam: 3”) 
Large #44832 (Approx. diam: 4”) 
Our traditional maracas are made in Ecuador with hand-carved 
and painted gourds.

Ceramic Ocarinas
Small #44812 (Diam: 2 1⁄2”) 
Medium #44813 (Diam: 3”)
Large #44814 (Diam: 4”) 
Necklace #44811 (Diam: 11⁄2”)
A traditional Andean flute that comes in a wide variety of colors 
and traditional motifs.
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Ellie Pooh Work Book/Story Book Combo
#99333
This storybook educates children about the need for 
conservation, and the Work Book provides them with a means 
of letting their creative juices flow. Dimensions: 4” x 4”, 6” x 9”.

Balsa Crayons 
#47802 
Tropical animals are hand-carved out of balsa to make fun and 
creative crayons. Sold in bundles of 10 crayons.

Marigold Barrettes 
#57180 
Snap barrettes. Sold by the pair in various color combinations.

Rainstick
Small #44330 (Length: 111⁄2”)
Medium (main image) #44850 (Length: 231⁄2”) 
Large #44852 (Length: 39”)
Originating in South America, rainsticks are made 
from hollow bamboo tube filled with seeds or pebbles 
that make a sound like rainfall when upended as they 
bounce off inner pins. Each rainstick comes with a 
hand-painted tropical design.
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Aged Leather Bracelet 
#29223 
Distressed leather with cotton lacing in masculine tones. Order a package to receive a 
variety of color combinations. Adjustable snap closure.

Plait Bracelet 
#29520
Made from supple, woven sheepskin, 
these bracelets are a stylish and 
lightweight accessory. Comes with an 
adjustable, hook clasp. Available in a 
variety of colors.
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Traveler’s Wallet
#56561
Durable, high quality leather and a very 
slim profile make this wallet ideal for any 
destination. Secure snap closure, four 
interior card services, bill slot and exterior 
snap closure pouch. Available in black, 
brown and tan. Dimensions: 23⁄4” x 73⁄4”.

Compact Wallet
#56560
This women’s tri-fold comes in brightly 
colored, distressed leather with a color 
coordinated plaid lining. A high quality, 
hand crafted leather wallet built for all 
your needs. Exterior zippered change 
pocket, 10 card services, fold out 
ID window, bill pocket. Snap button 
closure. Available in seven colors.

Red

Orange

Green

Turquoise

Purple

Pink

Brown

Brown

Black

Tan
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Ceramic Bird Whistle
#44810
Add some water and blow for a realistic sounding bird call. These little tweeties come in a 
rainbow of colors, so please expect some variation. Dimensions: 21⁄2” x 3”.

Cecilia’s Poncho
#11501 
This free-spirited poncho comes with a floral or Incan design and four colors: blue, brown, 
red and turquoise. Reversible. Acrylic. 

Blue Floral Blue Incan

Brown Floral Brown Incan

Red Incan

Turquoise Incan

Red Floral

Turquoise Floral
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Gourd Bird House
#75240
Designs are torched onto each gourd and further 
details are carved by hand. This product is made 
with organic materials; please expect variation.

Fringed Hammock
#91101
Nothing says “summer” quite like a colorful, bold 
hammock! Sturdy 100% acrylic fabric. Hardware 
not included. Dimensions: 94” x 49”. Eight colors 
available.

YellowRedRainbow

PurpleLimeDark GreenBlue

Turquoise

Turquoise
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Propeller Bracelet (Multicolors)
#23322M - $6.50 each / 24 PK Disc. - $6.00 each

Brightly colored and made to match any outfit! Tagua on 
elastic. Beads are approximately 11⁄2” long.

Light Blue Red

Green

Nesting Glass Dishes
#75400 
This set of four dishes is hand-made in Ecuador and incredibly 
versatile. Available in green, rose, light blue and red. 
Available in three styles: swirl, surf and chevron. Small dishes 
measure 31⁄4” x 31⁄4”, large dish measures 13” x 5”.

Rose

Chevron SwirlSurf

Marble & Onyx Turtle Figurines
#73802 5 cm. (Length: 2”)
#73805 8 cm. (Length: 31⁄4”) 
#73808 14 cm. (Length: 51⁄2”) 
Displayed indoors or out, our Marble and Onyx Turtles add a unique and elegant decorative touch. The black marble is mined 
near Riobamba, Ecuador. The colorful onyx is mined in Cuenca, Ecuador. Each turtle is unique and the onyx ranges in color from 
translucent to dark orange and green. Available in eight sizes: visit www.mingaimports.com for details on the other five sizes.
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Tribal Cross Body Bag 
#56100
Soft and durable acrylic chenille 
fabric. Fully lined, zip closure, two 
interior pockets and an adjustable 
tie strap with wooden ring detail. 
Available in 12+ colors; ask for spring/
summer or fall/winter tones.
Dimensions: 13” x 141⁄2”.
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Poco Bag
#56430
Stylish, durable and the perfect size for a concert or a girls 
night out. Two zippered interior compartments. High quality 
leather and woven acrylic fabric. Available with brown or 
black leather and a variety of warm and cool toned fabrics 
(see swatch below for examples). 
Dimensions: 71⁄2” x 51⁄2” x 11⁄2”. Adjustable buckle on strap. 

Free Spirit Scarf - Solids
#51402 
A free flowing fringed scarf that’s available in 12+ solid colors. 
Ask for spring/summer or fall/winter tones. 
Dimensions: 54” x 23”.

Also shown: Ecology Man/Woman Keychain #32820, sold 
separately.

1 2 3 4 5 6

7 8 9 10 11 12
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Dreamer’s Backpack
#56564 
A vegan-friendly and 100% fair 
trade backpack made with faux 
leather for guilt free fashion! 
Comes with buckled flap and 
drawstring closure, two front outer 
zipper pockets, and one interior 
zipper pocket. Straps zip together 
so that it can be carried over a 
single shoulder. Acrylic. Five fabric 
choices available: green, red, pink, 
turquoise and navy. Available in 
four different faux leather colors: 
tan, black, dark brown and brown. 
Dimensions: 15” x 11” x 41⁄2”.

Attached Tagua Eco Seed 
Keychain sold separately and 
available in many colors: #31070.

Green Fabric
Tan Trim

On Back Cover
Round Basket Set #94914

(Also Sold Separately)
Small Mortar & Pestle #73431
Large Mortar & Pestle #73433 

Coiled Coaster Set of 6 #94380
Woven Trivet #94908 

Incan Tablecloth #97902

Navy Fabric
Black Trim

Red Fabric
Brown Trim

Pink Fabric
Dark Brown Trim

Turquoise Fabric
Black Trim

Pink Fabric with Tan Trim
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Proud Member

Lime

Cream

Turquoise Pink

RedBrown

Incan Tablecloth
#97902
Vibrant pre-Colombian motifs in summery colors. Dimensions: 
64” x 40”; 21⁄2” fringe on both ends. Available in seven colors: purple 
(main image), lime, turquoise, pink, cream, brown and red.  Also 
shown: Round Basket Set #94914 (baskets also sold separately), 
Small Riverstone Mortar and Pestle #73431, Large Riverstone Mortar 
and Pestle #73433, Coiled Coasters #94380, Woven Trivet #94908. 

Set a Place for Fair Trade at Your Table


